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Mary Ellen Winter

This is one of the 
snowmen panels 

from Ways & 
Means.



Mary Ellen Winter - Unique tree skirt



Mary Ellen Winter

“The Gift” –
appropriate for the 

season



Janice Meloan

This quilt is 96 x 88 
and contains nature 

type fabrics.



Janice Meloan

This quilt is made 
from a Studio 180 
pattern and is for 

my daughter.
she asked for reds, 
teals and brown.



Jessie Vandenberg

The Grandmother's 
flower garden quilt 

began 2 years ago. Pam 
Pearson gave me the 
papers to piece it.  All 
hand done. I want to 

thank Pam Pearson and 
Lisa Hirsch for the 
scraps to make it. 



Jessie Vandenberg

The log cabin is just 
a top for our 

charity. Hope it 
goes to a veteran.



Jessie Vandenberg

The miniature star quilt is 
12" square and was paper 

pieces on the sewing 
machine. I made it for my 
niece whose son was an 

army doctor and was killed 
in a helicopter crash in 

Eygpt last month.



Rachel Rohrer

The two baby quilts 
were requested by 

my cousin.



Rachel Rohrer

The two baby quilts 
were requested by 

my cousin.



Rachel Rohrer

The last is the 
Pumpkins in a 

Row table 
runner using 

the All Hallow's 
Eve fabric from 
Fig & Tree Co. 



Teresa Jones

Charity - Isolette 
cover



Joellyn Randall

Snowman quilt 
pieced by me 

and  quilted by 
Glenn Nice 



Carol Crane

I call it a Fall Tablecloth. It was a pre-printed panel my niece started, 
probably as longarm practice, but she didn't want to finish it so she 

gave it to me. It suggested a table topper, but I prefer full tablecloths, 
so I added the lattice work and the outer borders and quilted what I 
added. It was tricky because I had to add to the backing and sew on 
enough batting to extend it. (NOW I have iron-on batting tape!) There 

was a lot of space to fill, and I think the lattice works well.



Carol 
Crane


